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Welcome to Season 4 of the

Poker Sports League (PSL S4)

Your most exciting poker journey begins here.

Everything you need to know about PSL S4 

has been provided here. We won't say best of 

luck as poker is a game of skill and not luck, 

so we wish you the best of skill.

POKER SPORTS LEAGUE
SEASON 4



FREE PARTICIPATION

Get a chance to be a part  of India’s biggest poker 
league and represent your favorite city team.

Hands-on poker playing experience with the best 
players and coaches in India.

Handsome rewards are in store for participating
in the matches.

Chance to feature in an OTT show that showcases 
the journey of emerging poker talents from the
PSL Season 4.

PSL, Season 4 gives you a platform
to showcase your poker skills.

WHY PARTICIPATE
IN PSL S4?



SCHEDULE

DATES PSL PHASE

25th November - 9th December  PSL S4 Qualifiers

10th, 11th, 12th December Qualifier Finals

21st December PSL Team Selection Ceremony

17th - 29th January Virtual League Matches

7th - 13th February LIVE FINALE



TEAM
COMPOSITION

FEMALE PLAYER SPONSORED 
PLAYER

OWNER CAPTAIN

2 PROS 6 QUALIFIERS



QUALIFIERS

The first phase of PSL S4 will begin with the Qualifiers.
 
15 qualifiers from 25th November to 9th December.
 
Each participant gets 6 tickets including 1 compulsory 
video poker qualifier and any 5 qualifiers.
 
Top 180 players from the leaderboard will be shortlisted 
into the PSL Draft.
 
Matches will be held from 10th to 12th of December
between the PSL Draft players.
 
Top 36 players will get a confirmed PSL Seat.
Team allocation will be done during the Selection
Ceremony on the 21st of December respectively.
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QUALIFIERS:

HOW TO REGISTER

You can register 
for the Qualifiers 

by claiming
tickets either 
through the 

Hashtag Poker 
App or the PSL 

website.

KYC
is mandatory

for all the
participants.

Click on the
‘Claim Tickets’

tab and provide 
your basic

information.

You will get
6 tickets for the 

Qualifiers.
1 is mandatory for 

the video
qualifier round 

while the rest are 
for the non-video 

qualifiers.

Registration will 
open 72 hours 

before the
tournament.
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LEAGUE
TEAMS

Poker Sports League Season 4 will witness a battle 
between 6 teams to become the Poker Champion.

Here’s a look at the teams:

?
DECCAN ACES

DELHI CZARSKOLKATA KINGS

TO BE ANNOUNCEDMUMBAI ANCHORS

GUJARAT FALCONS



PSL virtual league 
matches must be 
played from a
laptop/desktop 
only.

Players must be 
available 1 hour 
prior to their 
scheduled match.

No late registrations 
will be available for 
any tournament.

At least 10mbps
internet speed would 
be required.

No derogatory
remarks based on 
one’s caste,
community, religion, 
group, profession, etc 
will be allowed.*

No smoking or alcohol 
consumption is
permissible during 
the live stream.

Avoid the usage of 
the Indian flag and 
or national 
emblem.*

Tournaments will be 
strictly monitored 
for collusion & 
ghosting.

Do not use/
promote/defame
any brands,
products, or services.*

*If a participant is found violating any of the above rules, 
they will be disqualified from the PSL S4.
ASCI [Advertising Standards Council of India] : https://asci-india.com/

LEAGUE MATCHES:

DOS AND DON’TS



THE BIDDING
PROCESS

Team owners can retain one Pro 
and one Qualifier from the
previous season as per defined 
retained prices.

Post the retention, two rounds of 
auction will be done by the team 
owners.

During the first round of auction, 
all the players will be up for
bidding.

During the second round,
the players who haven’t been
selected yet, will be bid upon 
through an accelerated auction 
process.



TESTIMONIALS

Poker actually gave me
a second chance.

After PSL Qualifiers, I realised 
that life could really change for 

good and it was finally
happening to me.

RADHIKA SHANKAR NITIN DHAMIJA

SIMRAN MALHOTRA RAJAT SHARMA

It was a very good
experience. We could see each 
others’ faces and interact. This 

is the closest one can get to real 
poker.

PSL has been an amazing 
journey for me. I participated in 
the 2nd season too and making 

it through the 3rd Season felt 
superb.

PSL has the best talents from 
across the country. Everyone 
stands together cheering and 

supporting each other.
The energy and excitement of 

the PSL is entirely different.



ABOUT
THE TEAM

MSL is the parent company and comprises of three departments, namely, 
Poker Sports League, Hashtag Poker, and Hashtag Productions.

The Hashtag Poker app is a one-stop solution for the entire poker ecosystem. 
A flagship product of the parent company - MSL, the gaming application

provides a platform for budding and aspiring poker enthusiasts to Learn, Play, 
and Watch - all in one place, in a completely risk-free environment.

MIND SPORTS LEAGUE

Mr. Amit Burman (Chairman of Dabur Group) is the visionary who led to the set-
ting up of PSL in 2016. PSL is India’s first poker league. It is a unique, 
team-based format in which each team has a combination of professionals and 
amateurs. Anybody who knows the basics of poker can play a series of online 

poker games to secure a spot in this India-wide poker league. All for FREE!

POKER SPORTS LEAGUE

HASHTAG POKER

Hashtag Productions is India’s only live-streaming team for poker. It is the con-
tent and streaming arm of MSL that pioneers in poker-related content.

We created India’s first docu-series on poker - Poker Mantra which received 
more than 2 million views.

HASHTAG PRODUCTIONS



PSL
FLASHBACK



LET’S
CONNECT

PSL Season 4 is all geared up to set the stage 
ablaze into a poker battleground. Know of a poker 

enthusiast? Or have someone in your gang who 
knows when to raise and when to fold? Ah, you’ve 

participated in PSL before?
It’s time to share the excitement, folks!

Share this handbook or our social media page
with them!

@pokersportsleague /PokerSportsLeague Poker Sports League

info@pokersportsleague.com https://pokersportsleague.com/



NOTE OF
THANKS

Hi Folks,
I’d like to welcome you to the bigger, 
bolder, better version of the Poker 
Sports League, Season 4. We’ve taken 

all our experiences from previous
seasons to bring to you a season that is 
phygital, has been designed keeping in 
mind all COVID-19 protocols and safety 

procedures.
This feat would not have been possible 
without the relentless teamwork at MSL 
as well as the support of our sponsors, 
team owners, team captains, manage-
ment partners, creative associates and 

many more people!

Thank you for your love and confidence in us. And this is just the
beginning. Stay tuned for Poker Sports League Season 5!

That’s all for now, folks.
Let the world know,

#PSLNahiKhelaTohKyaKhela!

PRANAV BAGAI
Founder & CEO

Mind Sports League

Pranav Bagai


